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Eiana Liotta
Attempts at Happiness

IN PROCESS

Publisher: La Nave di
Teseo
30 ideas certiIied by science for living a happy life
Happiness is a gift that we should give ourselves. After
all, we deserve it.

ELIANA LIOTTA, journalist and scientiIic reporter,
is the author of the international best seller The
Diet Smartfood (Rizzoli), the Iirst food model in
Europe certiIied by a clinical and research center:
IEO – European Oncology Institute in Milan. The
essay on nutrigenomics is among the 50 bestselling books in Italy in 2016 and has been
translated in more than 20 countries.
The sequel is another successful book, The
Smartfood Recipes, a cooking approach collecting
one hundred dishes approved by IEO nutritionists
and developed by a chef team.
The Good of Women – a story about the female
universe and a scientiIic guide to health – was also
published by Rizzoli in May 2017. The essay,
written by senologist Paolo Veronesi, dominated
the chart of best selling books for eight weeks. For
seven years in RCS, Editor in Chief of the monthly
press, the web site and the book series “OK Salute”,
former deputy director of the weekly press “Oggi”,
Eliana Liotta is the author of the blog “The Good I
Want” on “Io Donna” Corriere della Sera – and she
is a consultant of The Boston Consulting Group for
the diffusion of Smartfood culture among its
employees.
In 2016, as a speaker, she held more than 50
scientiIic meetings.
As a pianist, she is in charge of the theaters of
Verme and Arcimboldi by appointment of he City of
Milan (I Pomeriggi Musicali Foundation).
She won the 2017 edition of the Premiolino, one of
the eldest italian journalist prizes.
L’età non è uguale per tutti is her last essay (La
Nave di Teseo, 2018).

It’s said that we were born to suffer, but research
shows that the evolutionary history of humankind
moves forward in search of joy, the key to life. The
evidence can be seen in art, music and love. The full
smile is the most easily identiIiable facial expression,
perhaps because anyone who can recognize it Iinds a
friend, and friends train good humour. A hug soothes
stress, dining in company makes us produce
endorphins. With others around us, our chances of
suffering from depression, heart disease or
hypertension fall dramatically.
The new book by Eliana Liotta, the author of the
bestsellers L’età non è uguale per tutti and La Dieta
Smartfood, makes 30 suggestions of routes towards
living happily – Prove di felicità. For the Iirst time, a
book brings together all the important scientiIic
research on the subject, the evidence from the
laboratories and opinion polls. And for the Iirst time
doctors and researchers from a leading scientiIic
institute and university hospital, San Raffaele in Milan,
work together on a project based on the unquantiIiable
but essential ingredient in a person’s health.
Prove di felicità are attempts all of us can make. Single,
fragmentary acts, ways of learning to derive
satisfaction from everyday life. Despite difIiculty, loss
and illness. Happiness is a choice, and it’s in our eyes.
But chemistry is important too. A mood is like a palace
whose pillars are combinations of atoms. A couple of
examples: relaxation is built with a little brick of
protein, and serotonin, the key hormone, needs iron.
Eliana Liotta’s book was bound to have a section about
the foods that inIluence smiles and the wellbeing of the
body. Happy foods.
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Alessia Gazzola
Lena and the Storm
Publisher: Garzanti
Release date: May 6, 2019
Pages: 190

ALESSIA GAZZOLA , a surgeon specializing
in forensic medicine, was born in 1982 in
Messina. She wrote her Iirst story at the age
of Iive and never stopped writing after that,
but L’allieva was the Iirst of her books to be
read by anyone other than her mother. The
TV series L’allieva, which boasts millions of
viewers, is based on her novels. Starring
Alessandra Mastronardi and Lino Guanciale,
its third season is currently in production.

They say each of us accumulates on average thirteen
secrets during the course of our lives. Of these, only Iive
can never be revealed. Lena has only one, but it feels like a
thousand. And however much she tries to forget it, she
can’t help thinking about it as she looks out from the ferry
at the Island of Levura, the destination of her journey.
Levura, a wild, rocky place, where she spent the
unforgettable summers of her youth. Where she has never
set foot since she was Iifteen. Since when everything has
changed. Now her father has given her the family cottage,
and she has decided to rent it out to turn her life around.
Because she feels as if she’s drifting, like a boat among the
waves. Because her work as an illustrator, which she
loves, is a dead-end road. Lena would never have wanted
to come back to Levura, she would never have wanted to
enter those walls again. But it’s the only chance she has. As
she opens the rusty windows and the wind which reeks of
the sea moves the curtains, the moments of her last
holiday there gradually come back: the conversations, the
spray on her face, the walks on the beach. At the same
time the memory of that day burnt into her mind. Her plan
is to stay on the island just for a few days, Iind some
tenants and make a new start on all the things that need
changing, somewhere else. But nothing goes as she had
imagined. Lena doesn’t know that those days that tan her
pale, delicate face will have much more signiIicance for
her. She doesn’t yet know that you can protect yourself
from emotions with a shield, but there’s always someone
ready to break through it, like Tommaso, the attractive
young guy who day after day will help her understand
who she really wants to be. She doesn’t know that the
truth has a thousand nuances. That there is no secret that
can never be revealed, for guilt is often not where we
thought it was.
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Guido Lombardi
The Thief of Days
Publisher: Feltrinelli
Release date: April 4, 2019
Pages: 288

GUIDO LOMBARDI Guido Lombardi (born
in Naples in 1975) is a Iilm director,
screenwriter and author.
He directed Là-bas (Leone del Futuro at the
68th International Exhibition of Cinematic
Art in Venice) and Take Five, a candidate at
this year’s Festival of Rome.
He has published Non mi avrete mai
(Einaudi, 2013, with Gaetano Di Vaio) and
Teste matte (Chiarelettere, 2015, with
Salvatore Striano).
This novel has been turned into a Iilm of
the same title directed by Lombardi
himself, which is soon to be released by
Indigo Film and Bronx Film

Eleven-year-old Salvo, from Bari, hates many
things. When you hurt yourself, and grown-ups
say, ‘Don’t worry, it’s nothing serious,’ but insist
on you having an anti-tetanus jab. When you
write a good essay at school, but before you can
get any satisfaction from your achievement the
teacher reads it out in front of the class,
embarrassing you. And especially when people
speak to you as if you were a toddler, syllable by
syllable, as if you didn’t know every one of their
words, even the dirty ones.
Just like his father, Vincenzo, does.
Salvo hasn’t seen him for six years – since two
men took him away, to a special school, where he
was never allowed to come home after lessons.
Now Vincenzo has been let out of prison and
joined Salvo at the home of his uncle and aunt in
Trento, and wants his son to travel with him to
Bari, where he has a mission to carry out.
The journey will take four days – a long time for
Salvo, who doesn’t want to go with this man
covered with fresh tattoos, who treats him offhandedly and does things secretively, as if he had
something to hide. But it’s also an opportunity for
father and son to get to know each other again,
and to talk.
A journey to southern Italy, punctuated by
meetings in motorway restaurants, lessons in life
and memories of a childhood which is still
innocent and full of questions, until the
mysterious ‘thief of days’ appears. A fascinating
novel in which the roles of father and son are
often inverted, in a constant process of reciprocal
discovery.
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Cinzia Leone
I Steal Your Life
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: February 12, 2019
Pages: 624

CINZIA LEONE is a journalist, writer of
novels and graphic novels. She collaborates
with “Corriere della Sera”, “L’Espresso” and
“Il Foglio”.
She has published two novels with
Bompiani: Liberabile and Cellophane and
Iive graphic novels with Rizzoli.
She lives, writes and illustrates in Rome.
Translation Rights Sold to:
Editions Liana Levi (French)

Jews of necessity, Jews on the run, or half-Jews:
the three central characters pursue each other
from Jaffa to Djerba, from Alexandria to Basel,
and from Miami to Rome, among secrets and
deceptions, over a period of half a century.
Everyone, at least once, has wanted to change
their destiny, to escape from themselves and
their mistakes. Everyone has investigated their
family’s past and eventually discovered secrets.
Freedom gained at great effort and at the price of
lies, some major, some minor, may not be enough
to make you happy. Better to trust in a contract.
A perfect contract.
That’s how it is for Ibrahim, Giuditta and Esther,
the main characters of the novel, who all struggle
with the problem of identity: denied, discovered
and regained. They belong to two families, and
three generations, but their paths eventually
cross in a surprise ending.
Palestine, 1936. Ibrahim, a Muslim Turk,
becomes a Marrano in reverse, stealing the life of
Avrahàm Azoulay, a Jewish cotton trader, the
victim of a pogrom, with whom he has just made
a contract which will change his life. Becoming a
Jew in the wrong year, 1936, will force him to
betray himself and his identity.
Ancona. 1938. Giuditta learns what it means to
be a Jew when the Fascists rob her of her father
and expel her from school. She discovers that as a
result she can be sold and bought and that she
must learn to hide and Ilee.
Rome 1991. Esther, the daughter of a Jewish
mother and a Christian father, disappointed with
men, accepts the rigid clauses of a blind marriage
with a handsome, mysterious suitor who is
obsessed with the idea of drawing up a perfect…
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Michela Marzano
She
Publisher: Einaudi Stile Libero
Release date: January 22, 2019
Pages: 235

MICHELA MARZANO was born in Rome in
1970. A professor of moral philosophy at
Descartes University in Paris, she writes for La
Repubblica and has published many books
which have been translated into several
languages. For Einaudi Stile Libero she has
published the novel L’amore che mi resta
(2017). Her other books include Volevo essere
una farfalla (2011), L’amore è tutto: è tutto ciò
che so dell’amore (Premio Bancarella 2014),
and Papà, mamma e gender (2015).

Who are we when whole chunks of our existence slip
away? What remains of us when we no longer
remember who we are? Idda grows out of a need to
answer these questions; it is constructed around the
theme of personal identity, and centres on the meeting
between two women, Annie and Ale, who have both
lost something and who are reIlections of each other.
The Iirst time I became interested in this subject was
when, meeting a colleague at the university, I asked
him if his wife, who was suffering from premature
Alzheimer’s disease, still recognized him, and he
replied: the problem is not her, it’s me; I’m the one
who now struggles to recognize her. Later, life
confronted me, too, with the reality of senile
dementia: my husband’s mother started to lose her
memory and to have difIiculty even in recognizing her
own son.
It was then that I decided to tell this story, bringing
together a young Italian woman, Ale, who arrives in
Paris on Ileeing from Italy after her mother’s death
and deliberately locking the door to her own past, and
Annie, an elderly French woman, who also loses all
memory of the past, but in her case involuntarily,
through illness.
It is by coming into contact with Annie, and piecing
together the story of this woman who was born in the
Paris banlieue in 1927, who had become a shorthand
typist at the age of eighteen and married her boss, and
who was her partner’s mother, that Ale begins to
come to terms with her own story. Returning to Puglia
after many years, she rediscovers the forgotten words
of her dialect: the ua (Italian uva, or grapes) of her
childhood, as she tells her students one day during a
lecture on plant biology: her father’s caledda
(girlfriend); her mother’s puricina (Italian pulcina, or
chick), the idda (Italian lei, the formal ‘you’) which her
aunt used in addressing her mother, who has now
turned into Annie, for it is thanks to idda that Ale is
reconciled with what remains of her past and
rediscovers joy.
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IN PROCESS

Viola Ardone
The Children’s Train
Publisher: Einaudi Stile Libero
Release date: September 2019

VIOLA ARDONE was born in Naples in 1974.
She has a degree in Literature and she used to
work in the Publishing world. She teaches
Latin and Italian at High School in Naples.
Among her novels: Le ricette del cuore in
subbuglio (2013) and Una rivoluzione
sentimentale (2016), both published by Salani.
Translation rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Seix Barral (Spanish World Rights, Catalan)
DVA (German)
Sonia Draga (Polish)
Patakis (Greek)
Xander Uitgevers (Dutch)
Dudaj Botime (Albanian)
Alma lettera (Lithuanian)
Norstedts (Swedish)
Gyldendal (Norwegian)
Athenaeum Kiado (Hungarian)
Meteor Publishing (Romanian)
Porto Editora (Romania)
Achuzat Bayit Books Ltd (Hebrew)
Harper Collins (World English Rights)
Euromedia (Czech)
Izdavacka dejnost 88 (Macedonian)
Citic Publishing (SimpliIied Chinese)

Autumn 1946.
Seven-year-old Amerigo Speranza trudges through
the streets of war-torn Naples on the heels of his
mother Antonietta. From their conversation the
little boy understands that he is going to have to
leave his home town, but he can’t imagine why, or
where he will go.
Amerigo is frightened. The women in their narrow
street discuss the matter among themselves:
Pachiochia, a loyal monarchist, claims that the
children are being sent to Russia, where they will be
sold or mutilated, and she tries to persuade the
women of the district not to let their children leave.
Zandragliona, who professes to be a communist,
and who lost a younger sister during the “Four Days”,
says they should be allowed to leave for their own
good: they will travel on special trains equipped for
the purpose and then be taken in by families in
central and northern Italy who will look after them.
Antonietta too has many misgivings, but feels that
she has no choice. The little money she manages to
earn comes from recycling old clothes which she and
Amerigo collect around the city, and which a friend
of hers, nicknamed capa ‘e 'ierro (“iron head”), sells
at a stall in the market. Moreover, because of her
poverty and illness, she has already lost one child,
little Luigi, whose father, like Amerigo’s, is unknown.
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One November morning Antonietta takes
Amerigo to the station and watches him leave
with a lot of other children. He is one of the
seventy thousand who between 1945 and 1952
were saved from the famine, disease and neglect
in which they lived in many southern Italian
towns thanks to the efforts of the Women’s
Union and of the many Committees that were
formed in various Italian cities.
The journey is long and full of surprises: from the
windows of the train the children for the Iirst
time discover snow and then, at dawn, the sea.
On arrival at the station in Bologna they are
handed over to the families who have offered to
host them. Amerigo feels lost: the woman who
takes her away with her, Derna Scandali, a trade
unionist from Ancona, has a stern expression and
brusque manner. She and the little boy don’t
even seem to speak the same language and
struggle to understand each other. Amerigo feels
as if he has come not to a different city but to
another world. The Iirst night with Derna seems
never-ending and Amerigo wakes up trembling
from nightmares, in a house he doesn’t know,
immersed in a silence that he is not used to. He
misses the big bed where he used to sleep with
his mother and the countless noises of the street.
Gradually, however, he begins to settle down and
enjoy the attention, good cuisine and generosity
of the people who have taken him in: as well as
Derna, who hosts him in her home, there is her
sister Rosa, with her husband Alcide and their
children, who for Amerigo become the family he
has never had. Now smart and well-groomed,
Amerigo is enrolled at the local school and even
has the opportunity to learn music with a violin
teacher who frequents the workshop of Alcide,
who tunes and repairs instruments.
When the time comes to return to Naples,
Amerigo feels a great sadness. Once he arrives in
his home city, the tiny dark Ilat, the street
women and his former friends all seem poor and
dirty to him. They had been the same before, but
he hadn’t noticed it.
Instead of going to school he has to work as an
assistant to a shoe repairer, and the violin that
Alcide had given him ends up under the bed.

Every day Amerigo goes to the station to see the
trains leaving and imagines getting on one of them
and travelling back to Derna. One day he discovers
that his mother, in order to interrupt the contacts
between him and his adoptive family, has been
hiding from him the letters sent from Ancona.
Amerigo is angry and confronts his mother, calling
her a liar. When he tries to retrieve his violin, he
discovers that it is no longer under the bed. It has
been sold, his mother confesses to him, to buy new
shoes and food. Seething with resentment, Amerigo
runs away and, all alone in the twilight, heads for
the station. A north-bound train is standing at the
platform. Without a moment’s hesitation, Amerigo
jumps on board and repeats the long journey, but
this time on his own and without sleeping.
Summer 1995.
Amerigo, now a grown man, returns to his home
city. He received a phone call at dawn, caught the
Iirst plan and set off from Milan with only a small
bag and his violin. His mother died during the night
and her funeral is to be held tomorrow. As soon as
he arrives in Naples, however, he can’t wait to get
away again.
Amerigo has become a successful violinist. After his
night-time escape of many years earlier he was
welcomed back by his adoptive family and, with his
mother’s consent, settled in Ancona, continued his
education and attended music school. His
relationship with his mother Antonietta have been,
over the years, sporadic and characterized by cool
politeness. A few years after his departure,
Antonietta had another son, Agostino, also
fatherless. Amerigo and his brother Agostino have
met on rare occasions, and always with a mutual
sense of distance.
Amerigo walks down the streets of his childhood,
Iirst with trepidation and fear, then gradually with
greater conIidence. At his mother’s funeral he
meets Maddalena, the woman who had
accompanied him on the train the Iirst time. Beside
her is a little boy with a slightly bewildered
expression. His name is Carmine, and he is
Agostino’s son. Carmine has been living in his
grandmother’s home since both his parents –
Amerigo’s brother Agostino and his wife – had been
sent to prison.
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Amerigo looks at the child pityingly but thinks
there is nothing he can do for him. He hastily says
goodbye to Maddalena and goes off. His only wish
is to leave the city and return to his life. And yet
the meeting with Maddelena, the story of the little
boy, his brother’s fate and the streets of his city
have stirred something within him. He decides to
seek out Tommasino, his childhood friend, who
had also travelled away on one of the children’s
trains, and who, partly thanks to the help of his
family in the north, had been able to go to
university and has become a judge in the juvenile
court.
After his meeting with Tommasino, on the way
back to his hotel, Amerigo walks down the street
of his childhood and stops to look into one of those
windowless houses that open directly onto the
street, like the one where he had lived. It is the
home of Zandragliona, to whom Amerigo, before
leaving, had entrusted a box containing his
childhood treasures. Zandragliona has died and an
elderly gentleman now lives in her house. The
gentleman invites him in. Amerigo recognizes him
as capa ‘e Kierro, the man who had carried on a
trade in used clothes with his mother. Under a
dusty brick in the tiny Ilat Amerigo rediscovers
the box full of his toys, which has survived all
these years in its hiding place.
Amerigo says goodbye to the old man and leaves.
Going back out into the street he notices that there
is a name on his door: Luigi Amerio. The Iirst
name and surname of the old man, whom he has
always known by his nickname capa ‘e Kierro,
resemble those of Antonietta’s Iirst two sons: Luigi
and Amerigo. Is this only a coincidence, or is it the
answer to the question that Amerigo has carried
with him all his life?
The past that Amerigo has tried to forget, out of a
sense of shame, returns with irresistible force. It’s
not true, he thinks at one point, that there’s
nothing he can do for little Carmine. He could take
him to Milan, give him a chance, just as he had
been given a chance all those years ago. But when
he has Iinally made up his mind to take the little
boy into his care, Amerigo hears that the child’s
mother has been released from prison and come
home.

There is no further need for him to do anything.
He should be relieved, but he’s not: he’s a little
disappointed. When Amerigo goes to see the little
boy to say goodbye before returning to Milan,
Carmine, holding his hand, takes him to his
grandmother’s home and takes out from under the
bed Alcide’s violin, which Antonietta, with great
difIiculty, had recovered to give her son a surprise.
Amerigo goes to his mother’s grave with a Ilower
and Iinally manages to Iind the words which he
had never had the courage to utter while she was
alive. Leaving the cemetery, he realizes that he no
longer needs the answers he has been searching
for.
The day of his departure has come. Amerigo is
going to catch the train again, as he did the Iirst
time he left. Maddalena and Carmine come to the
station to see him off. They part with the promise
that they will meet again soon. When the last
buildings of the city disappear from the horizon,
Amerigo looks out through window at the Iields,
trees and clouds drifting by. Then he leans his
head back against the seat, closes his eyes, and
sleep gently comes.
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Leonardo Colombati
Buce Springsteen. Like a
killer in the sun
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: December 4, 2018
Pages: 857

LEONARDO COLOMBATI is an Italian
author. His Iirst novel, Perceber (2005) was
followed by Rio (2007), Il re (2009) and
1960 (2014).
Colombati is the editor of the massive
anthology Italian Songs, 1861-2011: History
and Lyrics (2011). He is on the editorial staff
of Nuovi Argomenti, the most important
Italian
literary review, and
writes for
various magazines and newspapers. In 2015,
he founded a creative writing school in
Rome, Molly Bloom. He is a member of Pen
Club Italia. He lives in Rome.

Translation Rights sold to:
Backbeat Books (English World Rights)
Reclam Verlag (German)

For more than forty years, Bruce Springsteen has
enthralled millions the world over with his
distinctive voice and peerless predilection for
musical storytelling. Earnest, intimate, and
unabatedly genuine, Springsteen’s lyrics about
love, faith, hope, personal struggle, social justice,
and equality are at once personal and universal,
singular and mundane, his, your, ours. Having
made an indelible mark of the trajectories of both
popular music and American culture,
Springsteen’s songs belong every bit as much to
the bookshelf as to the jukebox which is precisely
where this volume places him.
The perfect follow-up to Born to Run
Springsteen’s 2016 memoir Bruce Springsteen:
Like a Killer in the Sun presents the complete
lyrics of ninety-one classic songs expounded and
annotated with the painstaking attention typically
reserved for literary classics. By dissecting the
artist’s matchless narrative talent, scholar
Leonardo Colombati has crafted a seminal
examination of Springsteen’s poetics and makes a
compelling case that grafts Springsteen on the
same American literary line running from
Whitman to Steinbeck to O’Connor to Carver. The
book also contains a biography and discography,
and include forewords from Academy Award–
winner Ennio Morricone and music critic Dave
Marsh, a committee member of the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame and Springsteen biographer. Bruce
Springsteen: Like a Killer in the Sun is a musthave
for Springsteen fans, literary scholars, students of
American culture, and anyone who wants to learn
more about the powerful and inspired voice still
ringing out from the heart of America.
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Alessia Gazzola
The Gentleman Thief
Publisher: Longanesi
Release date: October 15, 2018
Pages: 304

ALESSIA GAZZOLA was born in Messina in 1982.
She has a degree in medicine and surgery and
specializes in forensic medicine. She made her
debut in Iiction with L’allieva in 2011. This was
followed by Un segreto non è per sempre (2012),
Sindrome da cuore in sospeso (2012), Le ossa della
principessa (2014), Una lunga estate crudele (2015),
Non è la Kine del mondo (2016), Un po’ di follia in
primavera (2016), Arabesque (2017) and Il ladro
gentiluomo(2018). The novels of the series L’allieva
have been translated into many languages and
were turned into a successful TV series shown on
RaiUno, starring Alessandra Mastronardi in the role
of Alice Allevi and Lino Guanciale in that of Claudio
Conforti. She writes for the cultural supplements of
La Stampa and Il Corriere della Sera and lives in
Verona with her husband and two daughters.

Her books are translated in the following
countries:
Presses de la Cité/Place des èditeurs (French)
Carl’s Book/Random House (German)
Suma/Santillana (Spanish World Rights)
Evro-Giunti (Serbian)
Nishimura (Japanese)
Jaguar (Polish)
İlgi Kültür Sanat Yayınları (Turkish)

Alice Allevi, having qualiIied as a specialist in
forensic medicine, has had to make some
hard decisions, on both the professional and
the personal level. After a long and stormy
courtship, it seemed that something positive
had started between her and Claudio
Conforti, the handsome, unpredictable
forensic surgeon with whom she has shared
all her misadventures since the time of her
post-graduate studies. For a short time Alice
thought she had Iinally achieved a period of
calm, at least outside the Institute of Forensic
Medicine. But at a moment of emotional
disorientation she asks for a transfer. And
she is given one: to Domodossola.
Luckily for her, or despite herself, Alice does
not have much time to dwell on her destiny,
for she is immediately engulfed by a new
case. During what she thought was a routine
autopsy she Iinds a diamond in the victim’s
stomach. It is a stone of remarkable size and
value, but also an important piece of
evidence for the case. So Alice calls in a
judiciary ofIicial so that she can entrust it to
his care. The ofIicial who presents himself at
her ofIice is a reIined, smartly dressed man
with an impeccable, courteous manner, and
Alice has no hesitation in giving him the
diamond. But at that point the purported
ofIicial vanishes into thin air, and the
problems start to get serious for Alice...
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Andrea Camilleri
The Catalanotti Method
Publisher: Sellerio
Release date: May 31, 2018
Pages: 304

ANDREA CAMILLERI, born in Porto
Empedocle in 1925, is the best- selling
Italian author of all time.

This time Mimi Augello’s luck has run out: while he is
in his latest lover’s Ilat, her husband comes home
unexpectedly; so he is forced to climb out of the
window to save his neck and his good name. From one
danger to another: in the Ilat below, where he seeks
shelter, he can just make out in the darkness a body
lying on the bed, fully dressed and stiff as a post. A
report of a dead man found on a bed does indeed reach
the police, but it is not this dead man: the second one is
in another Ilat, dressed, like the Iirst, in his best suit.
How can this have happened? What has become of the
other body? And why does the whole crime scene have
a strange theatrical feel about it?
Salvo Montalbano’s latest investigation starts from this
mystery, and the theatre plays a central part in the
story: the victim, Carmelo Catalanotti, had a passion
for the stage, and devoted all his time to directing
bourgeois plays. He had even invented his own special
method for getting actors in the mood to act: he would
free them from their complexes and help them give
vent to their emotions, by delving into their
consciences. Catalanotti meticulously preserved all his
jottings and comments on potential actors he came
into contact with, as well his notes on directing and
some strange journals full of Iigures, dates and names...
Inspector Montalbano sifts through all Catalanotti’s
dossiers, the texts of the plays he had worked on, his
notes on their characters, and in particular on the next
play he had been due to produce, Dangerous Bend.
Gradually he becomes fascinated by the investigation,
and also by the new forensic expert, Antonia, who has
a magnetic effect on the inspector. It is the theatre that
helps him Iind the solution to the mystery of the two
bodies.
Never before has Camilleri invented such stories and
characters, making them perform on the stage of a
theatre of which he himself is the director. We watch
the development of a plot which is both a drama and a
comedy.
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Eliana Liotta
Age isn’t the same for everyone
Publisher: La Nave di Teseo
Release date: May 2018
Pages: 240
Everything depends on others. Only time is our
own. (Seneca)
Can youth be extended? The answer is yes.
An illustrated book which teaches us to
protect our
body and our health, with
practical suggestions on diet and physical
exercise.

ELIANA LIOTTA, journalist and scientiIic reporter, is the
author of the international best seller The Diet
Smartfood (Rizzoli), the Iirst food model in Europe
certiIied by a clinical and research center: IEO – European
Oncology Institute in Milan. The essay on nutrigenomics
is among the 50 best-selling books in Italy in 2016 and
has been translated in more than 20 countries.
The sequel is another successful book, The Smartfood
Recipes, a cooking approach collecting one hundred
dishes approved by IEO nutritionists and developed by a
chef team.
The Good of Women – a story about the female universe
and a scientiIic guide to health – was also published by
Rizzoli in May 2017. The essay, written by senologist
Paolo Veronesi, dominated the chart of best selling books
for eight weeks. For seven years in RCS, Editor in Chief of
the monthly press, the web site and the book series “OK
Salute”, former deputy director of the weekly press
“Oggi”, Eliana Liotta is the author of the blog “The Good I
Want” on “Io Donna” Corriere della Sera – and she is a
consultant of The Boston Consulting Group for the
diffusion of Smartfood culture among its employees.
In 2016, as a speaker, she held more than 50 scientiIic
meetings.
As a pianist, she is in charge of the theaters of Verme and
Arcimboldi by appointment of he City of Milan (I
Pomeriggi Musicali Foundation).
She won the 2017 edition of the Premiolino, one of the
eldest italian journalist prizes.
L’età non è uguale per tutti is her last essay (La Nave di
Teseo, 2018).

Is it possible to extend youth, inverting the ageing
process? The answer is yes: age is not the same for
everyone.
For the Iirst time in Europe, a psycho-physical
programme for improving the quality of life has
been put together with contributionsfrom various
specialists belonging to a major clinical and
researchcentre headed by Alberto Mantovani, who
is the scientiIic director of Humanitas and the most
frequently quoted Italian scientist on the
international scene. Why does biological age often
not coincide with physical age? What is the key to
preserving the golden years of body and mind?
These are the questions that are asked by those
who are concerned about their appearance and
who want to avoid diseases such as diabetes,
c an c er ,
c ar d i o v as c u l a r, r h e u ma t i c a n d
neurodegenerative conditions.
The essential aim is to eliminate inIlammation,
quenching the Iires of bilateral nature that burn
within
us: Iires which, like any Ilame, are
sometimes
protective, sometimes destructive.
Eliana Liotta describes the struggles between good
and evil that are fought out in the depths of our
bodies, as the soldiers of the immune system
engage in a daily war which nobody dreams they
are Iighting. The second part of the book is a
practical illustrated guide to the ways of applying
the results of scientiIic research to our everyday
life, ranging from diet to exercise. This project,
unique in Europe, bears the scientiIic stamp of
Humanitas, the internationally renowned centre of
research into the immune system.
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Laura Martinetti – Manuela Perugini
Nothing else in the world
Publisher: Garzanti
Release date: 22 February, 2018
Pages: 220

LAURA MARTINETTI (Turin, 3.02.1973), lives in
Turin where she works as a freelance architect.
Painting, designing, creating have always been
part of her.
MANUELA PERUGINI (Turin, 4.02.1974), lawyer,
has been a partner of an international law Iirm in
Milan for years.
In 2017, the decision to leave the legal profession
and return to Turin to follow other passions.
Laura and Manuela met on the school desks.
Nothing else in the world is their debut
novel.
Sometimes life gives two people the same
experience at the same time. That’s what happens
to Alma and Maria, who both Iind out they are
pregnant in the same few months. They are at
different stages in their lives, yet suddenly their
lives seem very similar. They’ve felt this many
times in the past. They were classmates in high
school,
and since then have shared many
experiences, comforted each other when they
were unhappy, and laughed together at the same
things, even though they now live far apart and
have gone down different paths in life.

Now they’ve both heard the news that changes
everything, the kind of news you’ve longed to
hear but which, when you hear it, Iills you with
fear and alarm. But their experiences soon move
in different directions: Alma’s dream goes on for
month after month, whereas Maria’s ends one
cold autumn day, leaving a terrible sense of
emptiness. This is the time when their friendship
needs to show its strength. Each of them has to
Iind space for the other, suppressing her own
grief or joy. For grief and joy can merge together,
switch places, and spring surprises. People can
be fragile and strong at the same time. Alma and
Maria discover how hard it can to express your
deepest feelings.
But it’s not so hard if the other person is
someone who can listen, someone who has done
so for years without asking for anything in
exchange. Someone who makes you feel that
nothing else in the world matters but you.
Alma and Maria learn from experience that
motherhood is a journey through the outside
world, but also through their inner lives,
whatever its Iinal outcome may be, and whatever
obstacles present themselves. There
are
countless ways of being a mother, a friend, or a
woman.
This Iirst novel, co-written by two authors, is
both deft and profound. It succeeds in diving
down to the origin of emotions, bringing them up
to the surface and giving them a name. It’s a
story about motherhood and friendship, about
unspoken things which make themselves clearly
heard, about forced choices that open
up
unexplored paths. It’s a story in which two
women gain the strength to face the
uncertainties of destiny from knowing that
they’re walking hand in hand.
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Ilaria Bernardini
We will grow a forest
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: January 30, 2018
Pages: 180
The enchanting story of two women who
overcame fear and pain by planting together
an urban forest. A universal recipe for when
life feels barren. A botanical tale
about
closeness and care.

ILARIA BERNARDINI was born in Milan. She
w rit es screen p l a ys (m ost recen t l y, I n
Treatment). She was the scriptwriter for the
programme Very Victoria on MTV and Victor
Victoria on La7. She invented the programmes
Ginnaste-vite parallele and Ballerini (MTV). She
has written for Ciak, tutto Musica, Linus, Rolling
Stone, Amica, and GQ. She published Non è niente
(Baldini & Castoldi) in 2005 and the short-story
collection La Kine dell’amore (ISBN) in 2006.
These were followed in 2008 by I Supereroi
(Bompiani), and in 2011 by
Corpo Libero
(Feltrinelli), the Iilm rights to
which were
bought by Indigo Film (The great beauty,). In
2013 she published Domenica,
again with
Feltrinelli. In 2015, Hop! Edizioni issued her
graphic novel based on La Kine dell’amore and
Indiana published her short- story collection
L’inizio di tutte le cose. She has just Iinished
writing her Iirst novel in English, The Portrait,
which will be a saga in three volumes.

It all begins in Milan on the day of the disaster.
Anna is pining over the end of her marriage: she
and the father of Nico, their four-year-old son,
have decided to split up. On that day in her
mother’s art gallery, Anna meets Maria, a girl
who works there but whom she doesn’t know
well. As they talk, Maria starts to feel ill, very ill.
Anna holds her hand, watches her collapse. She
calls for help. Only after the
alarm, the
ambulance, and the phone calls, does it become
clear that Maria has had a brain stroke, before
Anna’s very eyes.
There follows a long dry summer of
convalescence for the one and uncertainty and
sense of guilt for the other. By fall Maria
recovers and Anna moves into her new home
with her son.
How do you learn how to emerge again after
months in a hospital and discovering how close
at hand death is? How do you tell a four-yearold child that his mummy and daddy don't love
each other anymore? How can Maria start living
again and Anna start feeling again? Her mother’s
gallery is closing, she and her ex- husband have
stopped looking each other in the eye, Maria too
is left by her partner, jellyIish invade the seas,
doomsayers predict that the world will end on
New Year’s Day. Even the plants on the terrace
of Anna and Nico’s new Ilat seem dead: all
around the two women there is nothing but
drought, sadness and gloom, as far as the eye
can see.
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One day, after another chance meeting, Anna
and Maria start tending to Anna’s
terrace
together. While Maria, who is an
expert
gardener, removes the dry vegetation, sows
new seeds and re-pots plants, Anna cooks her a
meal. And day after day, season after season,
the two women begin to know each other, cure
each other’s loneliness, and open up to new
encounters and possibilities. The plants too,
start to come back to life. Actually, they were
really never gone.
Gradually the mint becomes green and
strong (like Nico, who learns how to cross the
park between his parents’ homes and to feed
the blackbird), the lemon and Iig trees bear
fruit, the sunIlowers grow into tall surprises,
the oleander, strawberry tree and wysteria
thicken – attracting birds and butterIlies. Life
spreads everywhere.
And just like the terrace, this story becomes a
forest, as unruly and wild as Anna’s new
eccentric family. The forest is now so large that
it extends to London, where Anna’s new lover
lives and where she begins to consult a quirky,
sexy fortune-teller for help in conquering
writer’s block. It is her conversation with the
fortune-teller – which often emerges among the
pages with poetic Ilights and hints of the absurd
– that foments the narrative.
Ilaria Bernardini has drawn on a small-scale
private experience common to many – illness,
the end of a marriage, a child who needs
protecting from the transience of life – to depict
a powerful, invigorating universe, in which
words sprout like branches and leaves. Thus
every event becomes connection and meaning:
the whole of botany as an existential metaphor.

Translation rights sold to:
Editorial Grijalbo (Spanish World Rights)

With Faremo Foresta! we begin a celebration of
care and hands in the soil, of attention and
presence. We launch a hymn to a life to be
shared, passed on, to help ourselves and the
others. This book is more than a story: it is an
empathic vision of the world, a precious reading
for growing forests in drought.
The title is wonderful and so is the content. Ilaria
Bernardini has a way of talking about caring for
plants as if she were discussing how to cherish your
love for someone, and vice versa.
Serena Dandini --- Io Donna
The most lifelike literary product to have appeared
in Italy in years. Painful, moving, beautiful.
Teresa Ciabatti --- Corriere della Sera
You laugh in a slightly bi@er and slightly sweet
way, which is truly moving.
Annalena Benini --- il Foglio
A forest that grows under an incessant gentle
rainfall of words which Ilaria sows skilfully,
making it immense, full and green.
Federica Bosco – Tu:olibri, La Stampa
Through a powerful botanical metaphor and
the
happy device of burying the void by
‘creating a forest’, Ilaria Bernardini fashions a
story which is also a hymn to life.
Ilaria Zaﬃno --- Robinson
Its most striking feature is a willingness to use the
narrative medium to tell the whole truth about
oneself.
Valentina della Seta --- il Venerdì
A deeply intimate, enchanted novel.
Marta Cervino --- Marieclaire
A manual on how not to be afraid.
Victoria Cabello --- Grazia
More than a beau,ful metaphor, a set of instruc,ons
for a poten,al revolu,on that is really achievable.
Read it and do it for yourself, in your life and in your
home.
Laura Piccinini --- D di Repubblica
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Alessia Gazzola
Arabesque
Publisher: Longanesi
Release date: November 13, 2017
Pages: 350

ALESSIA GAZZOLA was born in Messina in 1982.
She has a degree in medicine and surgery and
specializes in forensic medicine. She made her
debut in Iiction with L’allieva in 2011. This was
followed by Un segreto non è per sempre (2012),
Sindrome da cuore in sospeso (2012), Le ossa della
principessa (2014), Una lunga estate crudele
(2015), Non è la Kine del mondo (2016), Un po’ di
follia in primavera (2016), Arabesque (2017) and Il
ladro gentiluomo(2018). The novels of the series
L’allieva have been translated into many languages
and were turned into a successful TV series shown
on RaiUno, starring Alessandra Mastronardi in the
role of Alice Allevi and Lino Guanciale in that of
Claudio Conforti. She writes for the cultural
supplements of La Stampa and Il Corriere della
Sera and lives in Verona with her husband and two
daughters.
Her books are translated in the following
countries:
Presses de la Cité/Place des èditeurs (French)
Carl’s Book/Random House (German)
Suma/Santillana (Spanish World Rights)
Evro-Giunti (Serbian)
Nishimura (Japanese)
Jaguar (Polish)
İlgi Kültür Sanat Yayınları (Turkish)

After the highly successful Rai Uno TV series
(shown in autumn 2016 and soon to begin its
second season) which brought the story of Alice
Allevi to the small screen, Alessia Gazzola returns
with a second chapter in the saga about the
young trainee in forensic
medicine. Alessia
Gazzola draws on her own
professional
experiences as a forensic scientist and creates a
new and original character in the scenario of
Italian crime Iiction. A phenomenon in Italy
which has sold over 800,000 copies, and the
rights to which have been bought in a number of
foreign countries, including Germany and France.
In the new novel Alice is now a fully qualiIied
specialist in forensic medicine. But her longed-for
freedom has a sweet-and-sour taste: single again
after a long relationship, Alice fears she is losing
her bearings. It’s a new start, but new starts can
be scary. Her
Iirst case, as consultant to a
magistrate, centres on the world of ballet and a
very beautiful and attractive forty-Iive-year-old
woman, formerly a star at La Scala and now the
owner of a dancing school. The woman seems to
have died from natural causes, but fate leads
Alice a complex and unexpected dance, to music
as whimsical as an arabesque, making her dig
deeper in search of the truth. At the same time
Alice will have to come to terms with her past and
face what she has always been afraid of: the need
to make difIicult choices.

More than 70.000 copies sold
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Marco Presta
Switch me on
Publisher: Einaudi
Release date: October 17, 2017
Pages: 240

MARCO PRESTA is a leading Italian
author and radio presenter. I n
partnership with Antonello Dose he has
enlivened mornings for many years on
Radio 2 with the show ‘Il ruggito del
coniglio’ (The Rabbit’s Roar). He has
published the short story collection Il
paradosso terrestre
(Aliberti Editore
2009, Einaudi 2012) and, with Einaudi,
the novels Un calcio in bocca fa
m i r a c o l i ( 2 0 1 1 ) , I l piantagrane
(2012) and L’allegria degli angoli
(2014).

Sacher, Mimose, Millefoglie, Charlotte...
Caterina’s cake shop sweetens many
people’s sour lives with its majestic sugar
cathedrals. But the person most in need
of sweetening is Caterina herself, who
feels lonely, even though her emotional
life is as ‘crowded as a sandy beach in
August’. Giancarlo, her boyfriend, is a
police inspector who hardly sets her
heart on Iire; her female friends seldom
remember her; and her brother Vittorio
has a remarkable
talent for getting
himself, and her, into trouble. Then one
day Caterina Iinds, in the storeroom
behind the shop, a radio, ‘a 1970s model,
an orange cube with an aerial’. The Iirst
miracle is that it still works after all
these years. The second is that the voice
that comes out of it speaks to her in
person – and says things that gradually
win her over, throwing her life into
turmoil.
Marco Presta tells us, in his own
inimitable way, in a style which is at the
same time comic, literary and highly
controlled, the story of a young woman
who literally Iinds love in the air. And
page after page he will cast his spell over
any reader who has any
emotional
imagination.
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Dario Voltolini
PaciIic Palisades
Publisher: Einaudi
Release date: October 3, 2017
Pages: 88

DARIO VOLTOLINI was born in Turin in1959.
He is the author of a number of short-story
collections, novels, illustrated volumes, radio
plays, song lyrics and librettos for the theatre.
His books include Una intuizione metropolitana
(Bollati Boringhieri 1990), Rincorse (Einaudi
1994), Forme d'onda (Feltrinelli 1996), 10
(Feltrinelli 2000), Primaverile (Feltrinelli 2001),
Le scimmie sono inavvertitamente uscite dalla
gabbia (Fandango 2006), Foravía (Feltrinelli
2010), Da costa a costa (with Lorenzo Bracco,
BookSprintEdizioni 2012), Oltre le Colonne
d'Ercole (w i t h Lorenzo B racco,
BookSprintEdizioni 2014), and Autunnale
(BookSprintEdizioni 2015). His librettos include
Mosorrofa o dell'ottimismo (1993) and Tempi
burrascosi (2008, presented by Elio), both of
them set to music by Nicola Campogrande; his
lyrics include Queste ferite sono verdi, a song by
the group L'Orage (2013, winner of the 22nd
edition of Musicultura). His verse narrative
PaciIic Palisades was published by Einaudi in
2017.

The idea is as simple as it is powerful: there
is an exchange of love and pain between us
and the world, between us and others; and
this exchange occurs through the wall that
each of us is. The bulwark is also a valve, a
Iilter: a paciIic palisade. Dario Voltolini, one
of the most original and proudly isolated
Iigures in Italian literature, has chosen the
form of the verse narrative to make, in the
company of the reader, an intimate and
universal journey through time and words.
‘The wave comes down through the years,
moving inside people.
Pain, horror and love,
the generation of generations,
blow like a wind through the veins of time,
and you wonder whether it is the wind itself,
or a different style of movement,
that wafts us in the imagination
up into orbits
from which we can peer down.’
Conjuring up on the page the people dearest
to him and their stories, Voltolini
has
imagined a dialogue between the living and
the dead, producing a new perspective: each
of us preserves within ourselves, not only
our own past, but also – indeed, perhaps
principally – everything that went before us.
From this text, Romaeuropa Festival will
present in various theatres a reading by
Alessandro Baricco to the music of Nicola
Tescari.
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Simonetta Agnello Hornby
Nobody can Ily
Publisher: Feltrinelli
Release date: September 28, 2017
Pages: 224

SIMONETTA AGNELLO HORNBY was born in Palermo and
has been living in London since 1972. A law graduate, in
1979 she founded "Hornby & Levy", a Iirm of solicitors in the
immigrant quarter of Brixton, specializing in family law and
child care law in the Faculty of Social Sciences at the
University of Leicester and was part-time president of the
Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal for eight
years.
La Mennulara, her Iirst novel, published by Feltrinelli in
2002 and translated all over the world, won many prizes.
S h e h a s a l s o p u b l i sh e d w i t h F e l t r i n e l l i L a z i a
marchesa (2004), Boccamurata (2007), Vento scomposto
(2009), La monaca (2010), La cucina del buongusto (with
Maria Rosari Lazzati, Feltrinelli, 2012), Il veleno
dell’oleandro (2013), Il male che si deve raccontare (with
Marina Calloni, Feltrinelli, 2013) , Via XX settembre (2013),
Caffè amaro (2016), the book and docuIilm Nessuno può
volare (Feltrinelli, 2017), La Mennulara Graphic novel (with
Massimo Fenati, Feltrinelli, 2018). She has also
wrote Camera oscura (Skira, 2010), Un Kilo d’olio (Sellerio,
2011), La pecora di Pasqua (with Chiara Agnello, Slow food,
2012), La mia Londra and Il pranzo di Mosè (Giunti, 2014)
and a detective story in the collection Un anno in giallo
(Sellerio, 2017), Rosie e gli scoiattoli di St. James (with George
Hornby, Giunti, 2018).On 2 June 2016, she recived the award
of Grand'UfIiciale dell'Ordine della Stella d'Italia, conferred
by the President of Italy, Sergio Mattarella.
In 2018 she received the "Stella di Sant'Alessio", recognition
for the people who have distinguished themselves in the
Iield of sensory disability during the year and the award
"Penna d'Oro" for "those who have honored Italian culture in
literature and moral disciplines".

Translation rights sold to:
Gatopardo Ediciones (Spanish World Rights)

When you’re born into a family like that of Simonetta
Agnello Hornby, you grow up in the awareness that
everyone is normal but different, each with their own
characteristics, which may sometimes be a bit ‘strange’.
So you say quite naturally of a blind person that they
‘can’t see well’, of a cripple that they ‘have trouble in
walking’, of an obese individual that they’re ‘heavy’, of
an invalid that they’re ‘missing a leg’, of the fool that
they ‘sometimes don’t understand’, of a deaf person
that they ‘have to be talked to in a loud voice’, without
ever thinking of those things as Ilaws or disabilities. In
a series of colourful and affectionate portraits we meet
deaf-and-dumb Nini, nanny Giuliana, who walks with a
limp, father who has a gammy leg, and grumpy Aunt
Rosina, a cleptomaniac
– when silverware disappears from the table, her
relatives sneak up behind her to remove cutlery from
her pockets without her noticing, because on no
account must she be embarrassed...
Then there’s George, Simonetta’s eldest child. Coming
to terms with the fact that one of your children is
disabled isn’t easy, but it is possible, and the key lies in
the phrase ‘nobody can Ily’: ‘Just as we can’t Ily, so
George would never be able to walk; this would never
stop him enjoying life in other ways. There’s more to
life than Ilying; maybe there’s more to life than walking
too. We were going Iind out what it was, that
“something more”.’ The same daily resolve is shown by
George himself, who has lived with multiple sclerosis
for Iifteen years, and whose voice alternates with that
of his mother like a countermelody, humorous, yet
determined to describe the many
obstacles, and
perhaps advantages, in the lives of those who move
around on a wheelchair. Simonetta Agnello Hornby
takes us with her on a journey from Sicily to the
London parks, via the artistic beauties of Italy. The
journey is also – in fact predominantly – a Ilight above
prejudices and clichés, which gives us not only many
moving stories but a new, freer way of looking at
things.
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Andrea Camilleri
Exercises in Memory
Publisher: Rizzoli
Release date: September 28, 2017
Pages: 220

ANDREA CAMILLERI born in
Porto Empedocle in 1925, is the
best- selling Italian author of all
time.
Montalbano’s creator talks about
himself, in an ebullient, explosive
album of memories, ranging over
his entire life.
Translation rights sold to:

Patakis (Greek)
Salamandra (Spanish World Rights)
Grup62 (Catalan)

In n i n e t y - two y e a r s he has
witnessed, experienced and
recounted innumerable stories. On
this occasion, however, the stories
are about him. Anecdotes,
encounters, events and memories
link up into a kind of autobiography,
the most complete account of his life
he has ever given. Personal episodes
intertwine with family memories.
One example: the police inspector
Carmelo Camilleri, a fascist, carried
out an investigation into an attempt
on the king’s life in 1928. Discovering
the culprits in the ranks of his own
party, out of respect for justice he
reported them to his superiors. His
reward? He was arrested and sent
into internal exile. Many years later,
this man would be the inspiration
behind the character Montalbano.
The book is enriched by drawings by
Gipi, Lorenzo Mattotti, Guido
Scarabottolo, Alessandro Gottardo
and Olimpia Zagnoli. The cover
design is by Tullio Pericoli.
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Fabio Genovesi
The Sea where the water is deep
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: September 5, 2017
Pages: 318

FABIO GENOVESI (born in Forte dei Marmi in
1974) is the author of Versilia Rock City
(2008), Esche vive and Chi manda le onde
(2015 Premio Strega Giovani). His works have
been widely translated in the world. He is a
frequent contributor to “Correre della Sera”
and its literary supplement “Lettura”

“Fabio Genovesi has the ability to build stories
where the characters really breathe, they’re so
alive they seem real. He can make you laugh
and also cry, he
has that very rare gift.”
GLAMOUR

Tranlsation rights with Mondadori

After the success of The Breaking of a Wave, winner of
the 2015 Premio Strega Giovani, Fabio Genovesi
returns to the scene with a wonderful, heartfelt family
novel, funny and touching, that can make you laugh or
cry at a moment’s notice.
In the beginning of this story, six-year-old Fabio has
two parents and a dozen grandparents. He is the only
young child in the Mancini family, and the many
brothers of his real grandfather - a dangerously
eccentric and impetuous man – compete to drag Fabio
into their worlds of hunting and Iishing and other
activities not quite suited for children. This is how
Fabio has grown up without the company of children
his own age, so his Iirst day of school is a shock. It is an
incredible revelation for him: the world is full of other
kids his
age, they have lots of friends and few
grandparents, and they have fun playing mysterious
games with absurd names like hide and seek, capture
the Ilag, or blind man’s buff. Even more shocking is his
gradual realization that every man in his family who
has reached 40 without getting married has gone
crazy. Luckily, Fabio has a loving father by his side
who can Iix the broken things of the world with his
hands. And then there are his mother, committed to
protecting Fabio from the disappointments of life, a
grandmother that orders everyone around, and a very
wise girl that goes around in a ladybug outIit. They
are a large and chaotic family that seems invincible
until something completely unexpected
disrupts
everything. Fabio strains to grow up, torn between his
private home world of adventure and the rule-bound
external world of school. Sensational blunders,
sudden romances, and extraordinary encounters as
stepping stones of an adventurous coming of age
journey, heartwarming and uncanny. Along the way,
Fabio will realize that our quirks are the treasure that
makes us unique, while discovering his vocation as a
narrator utterly in love with life.
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Ilaria Macchia
I saw a man in pieces
Publisher: Mondadori
Release date: April 11, 2017
Pages: 132

ILARIA MACCHIA was born and
raised in San Donato, a village near
Lecce.
She has a degree in Iilm
studies, and has attended courses at
the C e n t r o S p e r i m e n t a l e
d i CinematograIia. Ho visto un uomo
a pezzi is her Iirst book.

My father was always telling me off
about it – sometimes I ran away
because of his nagging. My bad
posture when I was eating, when I was
sleeping, when I was screwing. My bad
posture. My bad posture
when I was living, when I was
loving, when I was choosing. My
naked posture.

Seven little explosions, seven pieces of a woman’s
life, seven stories. The central character in these
stories is called Irene. What we know about her is
that she feels naked when people look at her; that
she has a seemingly perfect body which she is
nevertheless ashamed of, wonderful legs on which
she often stumbles, and a tendency to run away –
from home, love, and all emotional ties – but
always come back.
These stories capture
moments when her life has taken a break, when
some event has caused a change of course: the
time she went to an unknown woman’s funeral,
the time she fell in love with a boy who bumped
into her in an alleyway in Lecce, the time she hid
in a wardrobe with her son to hide from ghosts,
the time her sister beat her in a swimming race,
the time her parents seemed child-like to her, and
the countless times she went back to Piero, who
has dark eyes, perfect hands, a wife and a child,
and is the only man Irene can’t bring herself to
leave. Ilaria Macchia’s Iirst literary work is an
array of exact narrative devices which – linked by
invisible threads, Ilexible spaces that cry out to be
Iilled with the imagination – build up the portrait
of a complex woman: restless but terriIied, sharptongued but beautiful, like the jellyIish that give
the last story its title, and who, like a jellyIish,
drifts ‘this way and that, not knowing where to
go’: a character who has something to say to each
one of us. The raw material of her narrative is a
laconic, in-your- face, sometimes violent style,
which explores the unexpected that is hidden in
the everyday, disarms us with touches of the
absurd, bursts impetuously into our minds and
looks us straight
in the eye, demanding an
explanation of who we are.
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Andrea Camilleri
The safety net
Publisher: Sellerio
Release date: May 26, 2017
Pages: 304

ANDREA CAMILLERI, born in
Porto Empedocle in 1925, is the
best- selling Italian author of all
time.
Translation Rights sold to:
Luebbe (German)
Salamandra (Spanish)
Patakis (Greek)
Noir sur Blanc (Polish)
ProIil (Croat)
Serena Libri (Dutch)

While Vigàta is churned up by the Iilming of a TV series set in
1950, Montalbano investigates two cases, one of them from the
past and the other involving the (for him) new world of social
networks, Facebook proIiles, Twitter and blogs.
Daily life in Vigàta is as colourful and lively as that of a fairground.
The village has become the set of a TV series Iilmed by a Swedish
company. In order to recapture the urban landscape of the 1950s,
the technicians pore over amateur Iilms found in people’s lofts.
The cinematic transformation involves even the police station,
where a sign is to be put up declaring it a dance hall. Prurient
excitement surrounds the Swedish actresses and threatens the
harmony of marriages. During a ceremony to celebrate the
twinning of Vigàta and the Baltic town of Kalmar, Iinger food
makes its appearance. Montalbano seethes with indignation at the
artiIicial atmosphere. Moody as usual, he keeps away from others.
The search for family Iilms of the Iifties unearths six old reels in a
pile of dusty Iiles. For six successive years, on the same day of the
same month, the Iilms obsessively focus on a blank white wall.
Montalbano is called upon to reconstruct the plot that develops in
that empty, ritual space, a mystery that is presented and then
erased, frustratingly elusive and enigmatic – almost unbearably
so. The second case is equally bafIling, in a different way. A spate
of bullying, mysteriously complicated by an armed incursion into
a school, makes the by now far from youthful Montalbano decide
to
challenge the alert, intuitive intensity of teenagers who
socialize through Skype, entrusting their frail immaturity to the
adventure of the web with the conIident impetuousness of
modern-day Argonauts.
With shrewd intemperance and a series of stratagems,
Montalbano reasserts the divinatory qualities which make him an
archaeologist of hidden plots and secretive lives, and a subtle and
lucid analyst of that ‘intricate mass that is the soul of a human
being’. Irritated by the geometric, aggressive vulgarity of
simulation, he struggles to solve two delicate cases in that
ephemeral, shadowy land where people are never completely
guilty or completely innocent, and where investigation needs to be
respectful and emotionally sensitive, steering a middle way
between ‘protection’ and revealed truth (or truth that is
uncovered and then covered up again, so as not to render it
intolerable or indecorously pernicious). It is not surprising that
Montalbano, in this great novel of introspection and thoughtful
confrontation with unease, declares himself a reader and admirer
of Jean Giraudoux’s play Tiger at the Gates, and that he quotes
from it Ulysses’ parting words to Hector, which mention their
respective
wives to make humanly credible the solidarity
established to prevent war taking place. It is not a question of
mere ‘noblesse’ – of a general nobility of mind – Ulysses says; and
then he produces his trump card: ‘Andromache’s eyelashes dance
as my wife Penelope’s do’. Salvatore Silvano Nigro
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Davide Enia
Notes on a Shipwreck
Publisher: Sellerio
Release date: May 18, 2017
Pages: 216

DAVIDE ENIA was born in Palermo in 1974. He is a
playwright, actor and novelist. In 2002 he wrote,
directed and starred Italia-Brazil 3 to 2 (Ubu Special
Prize, 2003). In 2003 his text Scanna e won the
Premio Tondelli and was staged by himself, at the
Biennale di Venezia 2004.In 2004 he wrote, directed
and starred maggio ’43, (Iirst prize as the best show
in the Moldavian International Teatrul unui Actor).
maggio ’43 and Italia-Brasile 3 a 2 were bought by
Sellerio. In 2005 he won the Premio Hystrio and the
Premio ETI for new drama and in the same year he
wrote and acted in Rembo for RaiRadio2. He then
won the Premio Vittorio Mezzogiorno and the Premio
Gassman for the best emerging italian talent and in
the following year he wrote, directed and starred I
capitoli dell’Infanzia. In 2009 he won the Jury’s
Special Award at the Premio Riccione, with Il cuoco.
His Iirst novel Così in terra (Baldini e Castoldi Dalai,
2012) has been translated into eighteen languages. In
2014 he published his second novel Uomini e pecore
(EDT).
In 2017 he has published, with Sellerio, Appun, per un
naufragio which inspired the show L’abisso (now in the
best theaters) and with which he wins, in 2018, the
awards Mondello, SuperMondello and Mondello Giovani.
Translation rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Other Press (English World Rights)
Patakis (Greek)
Wallstein (German)
Minuscula (Spanish World Rights)

Notes towards a Shipwreck is a novel
which in fact describes several different
shipwrecks: that of the people who,
ploughing across the surface of death,
cross the Mediterranean Sea in
unimaginable conditions; that of the
people who pick them up, at the
frontier of an era and a continent; that
of the author
himself, in his
relationship with his father and with
the discovery of what really happens
on sea and land; and that of words,
which plunge down into the depths in
an attempt to convey the complexity of
the present. Appunti per un naufragio
tells the true story of several people
united by
direct experience of the
fragility of life, which comes like a
revelation, making them re-evaluate
their lives and carrying them towards a
new point of arrival: that of listening.
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Emiliano Gucci
You two without me
Publisher: Feltrinelli
Release date: May 25, 2017
Pages: 176

EMILIANO GUCCI, born in Florence in
1975, lives in Prato, where he works in a
bookshop. For Feltrinelli he has published
Nel vento (2013) and L’orso (e-book,
2012); his earlier novels were Donne e topi
(Fazi, 2004), Sto da cani (Fazi, 2006),
Un’inquilina particolare (Guanda, 2008)
and L’umanità (Elliot, 2010). He has
published short stories in anthologies and
magazines, and the volume Sui pedali tra i
Kilari – da Prato al Chianti e ritorno
(Laterza, 2015), an account of a cycling
tour of the wine-growing area of the
Tuscan hills,recently translated into
French for Elytis E d i t i o n . His internet
site is:
www.emilianogucci.it.

Michele and Marta, seen on two particular
days. On the Iirst, Michele rushes to the station
to meet Marta; they haven’t met for ten years,
since the day a tragic event, which is slowly
coming back to light, tore them apart. Her
greeting is cool, even hostile. But Michele is
determined; he wants to start over again, in the
name of a total, all- embracing love, which he is
sure has not died.
But Marta, as he knows, has a new life and
a new love, perhaps less intense, but more
reassuring, and she doesn’t want to lose it. The
electricity between the two of them is palpable,
and at times it seems inevitable that things will
all start over again; but the very thought that
draws them together seems somehow to keep
them apart.
On the second day, ten years later, they meet
again, their love still unresolved and still alive;
Michele and Marta are linked by an insoluble
mystery which burns in the white snow that
covers everything.
The voice that narrates the two days is that of
someone Marta and Michele have lost,
someone who watches and describes them
with spectral, innocent eyes. The narrator’s
words take us deep into the complexity of pain,
love and human relationships.
With hints and silences, Emiliano maintains
the tension of the narrative, keeping us in a
constant state of unease mingled with
curiosity, as we try to understand not only
what is going to happen, but what had
happened in the past.
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Barbara Frandino
I’m scared!
How to build up your courage and
handle monsters
Publisher: Fabbri Editore
Release date: March 30, 2017
Pages: 128
Afterword by Stefania Andreolli.
With illustrations by Lucia
Zappulla.

BARBARA FRANDINO has
previously published Jason.
Avventure di un supereroe
paurosamente umano (‘Jason: The
Adventures of a Terribly Human
Superhero’, Salani 2013). For
years she has taught children to
control their emotions through
breathing exercises inspired by
yoga. In this book she has decided
to put her experience in this Iield
into practice.
Translation rights sold to:
Bertrand Editora (Portuguese)

Is it true that when your parents
s e p a r a t e they have to split
everything, including the cat, so that
mummy might get the head and daddy
the tail? And that a little boy once
reached out into the darkness and
could never Iind his hand again?
Children can be scared of many
things: getting lost, growing up, their
parents getting divorced, being
judged, homework. Fear is a normal
emotion, which we should respect,
because it helps to put us on our
guard against danger. But it’s a
double-edged sword: sometimes the
mind makes no distinction between a
real threat and a non-existent one.
In this book, each fear is represented
by a monster with a real identikit. In
order to confront your enemies you
have to know them, and have a trick
up your sleeve to defend yourself...
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Antonio Manzini
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Publisher: Chiarelettere
Release date: October 20, 2016
Pages: 256

ANTONIO MANZINI was born in Rome in 1964.
He is an actor, screenwriter and author. He graduated at the
Accademia Nazionale d’Arte Drammatica Silvio d’Amico, in
Rome in 1988.
He wrote screenplays for Alex Infascelli (Il siero della vanità,
2004) and Gabriele Salvatores (Come Dio comanda, 2008).
For the television he has written Il delitto di via
Poma (directed by Roberto Faenza), and numerous episodes
of Squadra AntimaKia and il XII apostolo.
He was also an editor and writer of the series Benvenuti a
tavola 2 and Buscetta boss dei due mondi. In 2016 he
directed his Iirst Iilm “Cristian e Palletta contro tutti”.
In 2005 he published his Iirst novel Sangue marcio (Fazi
editore), then La giostra dei criceti (Einaudi, 2007,
republished by Sellerio, 2017) and then the short stories Il
mio tesoro and Giochiamo, co-written with Niccolò
Ammaniti (published in Crimini and Il momento è delicato,
Einaudi).
For Sellerio he has published the novels of the successful
series of the Vice-questore Rocco Schiavone: Pista nera
(2013), La costola di Adamo (2014), Non è stagione
(2014), Era di maggio (2015) and 7-7-2007 (2016), Cinque
indagini per Rocco Schiavone (2016), Pulvis et umbra (2017),
Fate il vostro gioco (2018), Rien ne va plus (2018). From
these novels is based the series Rocco Schiavone, on air on
Rai 2 from november 2016, of which Antonio Manzini is
screenwriter with Maurizio Careddu.
Also for Sellerio he pubblished Sull’orlo del precipizio (2015)
and several short stories recently collected in the
anthology L’anello mancante (2018).
For Chiarelettere he has published Orfani Bianchi (2016).
His novels have been translated into several countries.

Mirta is a young Moldavian woman who has moved
to Rome to earn a living. She has left behind her a
world of poverty and hardship, but also Ilie, her little
son, the only positive thing that keeps her going in
this world of sacriIices and humiliations. Her Iirst
charge is Nunzio, the next is Signora Mazzanti, ”who
had died one December night, just before Christmas,
but her family hadn’t cancelled the tree, the presents
and the panettone”; then come Olivia and Iinally
Eleonora. All of them are worn down by life and old
age, some even abandoned by their own families.
They are looked after by Mirta, who, though a
stranger, accompanies them in the Iinal days of their
lives, sharing an intimacy made up of treatment and
daily assistance.
This is what we are, Manzini seems to be
saying to us, in this surprising, revealing novel about
a female character of great strength and beauty
struggling against grim destiny: her own, which is
remorseless, and that of her charges, who are alone
and looking forward to the end. “In despair we are
equal,” Eleonora, a rich woman with a life of beauty
behind her, says to Mirta, who is struggling to build a
secure future for herself and her son. In their Iinal,
intense, contradictory relationship, the two lonely,
desperate women come to resemble each other.
Through Mirta’s eyes and words we see a portrait of
a society which no longer seems to know what
tenderness is. It is a modern, moving story about a
reality experienced in many Italian families, and
Manzini tells it with great narrative skill, never
losing, even in such a context, his characteristic gift
for the grotesque and humour.
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SIMONETTA AGNELLO HORNBY was born in Palermo and
has been living in London since 1972. A law graduate, in 1979
she founded "Hornby & Levy", a Iirm of solicitors in the
immigrant quarter of Brixton, specializing in family law and
child care law in the Faculty of Social Sciences at the
University of Leicester and was part-time president of the
Special Educational Needs and Disability Tribunal for eight
years.
La Mennulara, her Iirst novel, published by Feltrinelli in 2002
and translated all over the world, won many prizes. She has
also published with Feltrinelli La zia marchesa (2004),
Boccamurata (2007), Vento scomposto (2009), La
monaca (2010), La cucina del buongusto (with Maria Rosari
Lazzati, Feltrinelli, 2012), Il veleno dell’oleandro (2013), Il
male che si deve raccontare (with Marina Calloni, Feltrinelli,
2013) , Via XX settembre (2013), Caffè amaro (2016), the book
and docuIilm Nessuno può volare (Feltrinelli, 2017), La
Mennulara Graphic novel (with Massimo Fenati, Feltrinelli,
2018). She has also wrote Camera oscura (Skira, 2010), Un Kilo
d’olio (Sellerio, 2011), La pecora di Pasqua (with Chiara
Agnello, Slow food, 2012), La mia Londra and Il pranzo di Mosè
(Giunti, 2014) and a detective story in the collection Un anno
in giallo (Sellerio, 2017), Rosie e gli scoiattoli di St. James (with
George Hornby, Giunti, 2018).On 2 June 2016, she recived the
award of Grand'UfIiciale dell'Ordine della Stella d'Italia,
conferred by the President of Italy, Sergio Mattarella.
In 2018 she received the "Stella di Sant'Alessio", recognition
for the people who have distinguished themselves in the Iield
of sensory disability during the year and the award "Penna
d'Oro" for "those who have honored Italian culture in
literature and moral disciplines".

Translation rights sold to:
Tusquests (Spanish World Rights)
Goldmann (German)
Dudaj (Albanian)
Clube do autor (Portuguese)

Sicily in the early twentieth century. An unforgettable
female character. An unconventional love story. Only
Simonetta Agnello Hornby could have written it. Big,
deep, almond-shaped eyes, regular features, thick brown
hair: Maria’s beauty is of the kind that casts a spell on
anyone who sets eyes on it. Baron Pietro Sala falls in love
with her at Iirst sight, asking for her hand in marriage,
unconcerned by the dowry. So, less obviously, does her
friend Giosuè, who was brought up by her father and
whom she regards as an older brother. Maria is only
Iifteen years old, Pietro thirty-four; he is a wealthy bon
viveur who likes travel, gambling and women; she comes
from a Socialist family of high ideals but limited means.
Yet marrying Pietro proves to be a good decision: outside
the family home, Maria discovers a broader sense of
existence, a free way of living which coincides with a
profound perception of the right to receive and give
pleasure. Through erotic love, into which Pietro initiates
her with intriguing naturalness, Maria gains knowledge of
herself and of her desires, as well as openness to beauty
and to a personal sense of justice. During a holiday in
Tripoli, in the magical atmosphere of the desert, Maria
also discovers the nature of the relationship that has,
hitherto obscurely, linked her to Giosuè. So begins a
passionate love story which lasts through more than
twenty years of meetings, separations, and clandestine
rendezvous in search of a new peace. From the Sicilian
Workers’ League to the rise of Fascism, from the racial
laws to the Second World War and the devastating
bombing raids on Palermo, Simonetta Agnello Hornby
follows her main character, making her story and that of
her personal decisions an account of a crucial period of
the history of Sicily and Italy.
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Sasà’s Tempest
Publisher: Chiarelettere
Release date: April 21, 2016
Pages: 221
Manuscript available in English and French

SALVATORE STRIANO born in 1972, has been many
things. Born and raised in the heart of Naples, in one
of the districts most closely controlled by organized
crime, by the age of seven he was selling cigarettes in
the lanes of the Spanish quarters. At the age of nine
he stole lipstick and mascara in shopping centres and
sold them to prostitutes, to whom he would lead the
American soldiers who had just disembarked in the
harbour. At fourteen he was selling cocaine and
became one of the most charismatic Iigures of the
Teste matte (the story he has told in the novel Teste
matte, co-written with Guido Lombardi and published
by Chiarelettere in 2014). Then came his Ilight from
justice and his attempt to hide in Spain, hisarrest,
imprisonment, Iirst in Madrid and then in Rebibbia,
where he met a master, Fabio Cavalli, who led him to
discover literature, Shakespeare and the theatre.
Since then, having Iinally regained his freedom, he
has played a Camorrista for Matteo Garrone (in
Gomorra), a robber for Guido Lombardi (in Take Five)
and many other characters, in the cinema and on TV.
In 2012 came the ultimate triumph, with the Iilm
Cesare deve morire, based on Shakespeare’s Julius
Caesar (Golden Bear at the Berlin Festival). As in the
little theatre of Rebibbia prison, once again
Shakespeare has given a new direction to his life.

Translation rights sold to:
Albin Michel (French)
Alma littera (Lithuanian)
Text (English World Rights)

A novel which tells the story of a life saved by
Shakespeare and a love of books.
In life we can lose our way, and often do. But
redemption is never impossible. At the age of
fourteen Salvatore Striano had war in his head,
cocaine in his blood and two pistols stuffed down
his socks. He was one of the leaders of the “Teste
matte”, a gang of wild boys who became Camorristi
themselves in order to defend themselves against
the Camorra. Those were years of street violence
and bloodshed. Then came prison, before the age of
thirty. His future seemed all mapped out. But it was
at the lowest and most hopeless point that his life
was transformed, thanks to a new all- embracing
passion, thanks to the magical discovery of books
and literature, and particularly of Shakespeare, who
began to course through his veins like a drug which
didn’t kill but redeemed. All this in a man who
never went to school. The novel describes his
rebirth, from the hellish environment of the Spanish
prison of Valdemoro in Madrid, through the Italian
prison of Rebibbia, down to the present day, when
he is one of the most remarkable and respected
Italian actors. This is a story about all of us – about
the fear of falling, and of not being able to get up
again if we do; about betrayal, forgiveness, revenge,
the irresistible desire for freedom, the emotions of
elation or sadness that we can feel when we are
really alive, and the barrenness that pervades us
when we allow ourselves to live according to the
notion that everything has already been decided by
someone else, somewhere else. La tempesta di Sasà
is a
book about the power of words and of
literature, about the love of books, which can
transform a person’s life. Sasà is living proof of this.
His personal, all-consuming tempest is the truest,
most beautiful testimony to it.

